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INTRODUCTION
i

The geophysical investigation of this claim group

was undertaken as part of a regional exploration program to 

examine selected areas of the Red lake greenstone belt.

The horizontal loop electromagnetic survey method 

was utilized to locate any near to surface conductive 

geological formations.

Past exploration within the Red Lake greenstone belt 

has located base metals? i.e., copper, zinc, lead, and nickel 

in massive sulphide deposits which form excellent conductors. 

The geophysical survey reported herein was carried out to 

locate any similar deposits.

Several interesting anomalous conductors were out 

lined by the survey and a few of these have since been tested 

by diamond drilling or surface examination.

The results of exploration completed to date on this 

claim group are presented in this report to complement the 

geophysical survey data.

f

LOCATION OF PROPERTY

The claim group covered by the geophysical survey and 

the subject of this report is comprised of fifteen contiguous 

mining claims all located in the west central part of Bateman 

Township, Red Lake District. The claim numbers are as follows: 

KRL 55146, 55147, 55148, 55149, 55151, 55160, 55161, 55162, 

55163, 55178, 55179, 55180, 55181, 55182, 55183.

Access to the claim group is by water in the summer 

and ice in the winter over Red Lake, a distance of approximately 

ten miles from the town of Red Lake, Ontario.
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PROPERTY OWNERSHIP

The claim group covered by the geophysical survey 

is recorded in the name of Oochenour Explorations Limited; 

Cochenour, Ontario; licence number A.38447.

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY DETAILS

The horizontal loop electromagnetic survey was 

carried out under contract by W. Bruce Dunlop Limited, N.P.L., 

P.O. Box 1437, The Pas, Manitoba. The chief geophysical 

operator on the survey was Mr. J. S. Tough of the above company.

ASSESSMENT WORK DETAILS

See appendaged "Special Provision Assessment Work 

Details" form on the last page of this report.

PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

The electromagnetic survey results are shown on the 

accompanying plan. The plan is at a scale of l inch ^ 300 feet, 

with picket lines established at 300 foot intervals and readings 

taken at 100 foot stations or closer where required.

A key map for location is inserted on the geophysical 

plan as is a legend indicating pertinent information.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

General Geology

The general geology of the area is shown on Ontario 

Department of Mines Map No. 49 b at l inch Ez 5 mile, and 

accompanies the report entitled "Geology and Mineral Deposits 

of the Red Lake Area" Vol. XLIX Part 2, Ontario Department of 

Mines Annual Report, 1940, by H. C. Horwood.
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l According to this map the claim group is underlain 

by Timiskaming-type sedimentary rocks which unconformably 

overlie Keewatin-type volcanic rocks which have been isoclinally 

folded along a north-east - south-west direction. Some acidic 

porphyry intrusives and basic intrusives are indicated in the 

area. Ontario Department of Mines Map 2016, Bateman Township, 

Southern Part, by S. A. Ferguson, 1959, which covers the area 

to the immediate south of this claim group, indicates rocks 

classified as Sediments by H. C. Horwood have been reclassified 

as porphyritic rhyolites.

Ground Electromagnetic Survey Results

Two base lines were established by transit survey 

and are tied into permanent survey stations.

The geophysical investigation indicated the presence 

of several zones of anomalous electrical conductivity. To 

facilitate discussion, the conductors haw been labelled on 

the accompanying plan as Zone A, Zone B, etc. and these zones 

are described in detail in the following section.

Zone "A"

This conductor was traced along a strike distance of 

2100 feet and would appear to extend inland to the north-east. 

The response characteristics are not considered indicative,of 

a sulphide source. The out of phase response is strong and 

the in phase quite weak. The conductor may be lake sediments 

or a fault zone. This anomaly has not been tested by diamond 

drilling.
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Zone "B"

This conductor has been traced along a strike length 

of over 3,000 feet and would appear to continue as an inter 

mittent weak conductor for another 2,000 feet to the south 

west. The response characteristics of the conductor oxre 

varied along its strike. The north-east end gives a good 

in phase response as well as moderate out of phase, while to 

the south-west, the response is poorer with the out of phase 

being stronger than the in phase. This may be due to depth 

of burial and/or lake sediment cover.

The conductor coincides with the geological contact 

between the sedimentary and volcanic rocks as outlined on 

Horwood*s Map No. 49 b.

The anomaly was tested by drill HB - 66 - 8 and a 

condensed log of this hole is as follows: 

HB - 66 - 8 (-60 0 ) S 45 E True

O - 8 ft. Water
8 - 145 Overburden 

145 - 182 Chert 2-5# dissem. Py-Po
169.3-170.1 - 40# Po in Bx. 

182 - 185 Argillite 5# Po 
185 - 216 Chert 2# Po-Py

The stringer sections of sulphides in the

sedimentary rocks are likely the cause of the anomaly. The

hole did not proceed deep enough to reach the volcanic rocks.

Zone "C"

The conductor has been traced for a distance of 

2400 feet. The response is quite poor and may be caused 

by lake sediments in contact with the bedrock along the south

shore. As this conductor was classified as a non-sulphide 

anomaly, it was not tested in this exploration program.
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Zone "D"

This anomaly was outlined along a strike distance 

of 2400 feet and vould appear to extend off the grid coverage 

at both ends. Zone "F" likely represents the on land 

extension of this anomaly.

The response characteristics of the conductor are 

quite poor with the out of phase being much stronger than 

the in phase. This response is typical of lake sediments 

but when considered in relation to the response characteristics 

of anomaly Zone "F", the poor conductivity may simply reflect 

deeper burial and masking effects of conductive lake sedimsts. 

The anomaly is coincident with the projected contact between 

the volcanic and sedimentary rocks. This anomaly has not 

been tested by diamond drilling.

Zone "E"

This anomaly is a very strong conductor with 

excellent in phase response and low out of phase response. 

Examination of outcrop areas along the shore line indicates 

the anomaly is caused by a banded cherty Iron Formation 

containing bands of conductive magnetite (10^) and only minor 

sulphides. This anomaly appears to relate to Zone "G" and 

Zone "H".

Zone "F"

This anomaly is a good conductor and has been traced 

for a strike length of 1500 feet. The anomaly is likely an 

extension of the same geological formation causing anomaly Zone "D".
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Zone "F" would likely continue to extend for some distance 

to the north-east coinciding with the extropolated magnetic 

Iron Formations indicated on Horwood*s Map No. 49 b* These 

iron formations normally contain Sufficient conductive mag 

netite in addition to sulphides to cause moderate to strong 

electromagnetic anomalies. This conductor has neither been 

tested by diamond drilling or by surface examination.

Zone "G" and Zone "H"

These two anomaly zones appear to be extensions 

of anomaly Zone "E" and have similar excellent in phase and 

out of phase response characteristics. Whether Zones "G" and 

"H" are considered two separate anomalies or one broad anomaly 

is a matter of interpretation. It is likely an overlap repeat 

of the Iron Formation unit by folding and/or faulting. The 

anomaly zone strikes off the grid coverage to the north-east 

and conforms to Horwood*s interpretation. No surface examination 

or diamond drilling has been carried out on these zones by 

Cochenour Explorations Limited.

Zone "I"

This anomaly zone has been outlined along a strike 

length of 3600 feet. The zone weakens to the south-west but 

appears quite strong at the north-east end and could extend 

for some distance. The anomaly has good in phase and out of 

phase response characteristics typical of a sulphide conductor. 

The anomaly was tested by drill hole EB - 66 - 11, the 

condensed log of which is as follows s
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EB - 66 - 11 (-60 0 ) S 50 E True O - 236 feet

O - 8 Water 
8 - 70 Overburden 

70 - 74 Chert? Rhyolite? Aphanitic bedded @ 40 0
to core axis

74 - 87 Diorite med. grained 
87 - 139 Schistose cherty sed. or acidic volanics?

greyish some mafic 
139 - 144 Diorite 
144 - 152 Schistose cherty sed. or acidic volcanics

some sulphides 
152 - 154 Diorite 
154 ~ 213 Schistose cherty sed. or acidic volcanics

some minor Py. 
213 - 225 Chert? Rhyolite highly brecciated

cemented by sulphides - 10# pyrrhotite 
2# pyrite 

225 - 236 Chert - acidic volcanic aphanitic but
foliated or subdued banding @ 60 0 to core 
axis.

The sulphide zone encountered in this hole would be 

an excellent conductor and give rise to an anomaly like Zone 

"I". The sulphide breccia structure in the acidic rocks is 

somewhat different from the other conductors in the claim 

group as it represents hydrothermal sulphide deposition in 

contrast to the strataform sedimentary sulphides. The presence 

of the acidic volcanics or sediments add# to the known geology 

of this section and supports the existence of the acidic 

volcanics to the south-west.

SUMMARY

The anomalous zones of conductivity outlined by 

the geophysical survey with the exception of Zone "I" all 

appear to relate to sedimentary formations containing either 

pyrite-pyrrhotite and/or conductive magnetite. Zone MIM is 

caused by hydrothermal pyrite-pyrrhotite replacement in a 

dynamic breccia structure.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Since anomaly cones E, F, O, and H have not been 

sufficiently tested by diamond drilling or surface examination 

some additional exploration work of a reconnaissance nature 

is recommended. This vork should consist of geological mapping, 

geochemical sampling, and stripping of anomaly cones if it 

can be quickly and easily accomplished.

COCHENOUR EXPLORATIONS LIMITED,

S D. A. HUTTON 
en

D. A. Hutton, B.Se. Mons., P.Eng,
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